Engineering Services for
Medical Devices & Diagnostics
and Pharmaceutical Industry
Engineering and Industrial Services

Is it Business as Usual? Change is the operative in a new post-healthcare reform world
where shrinking economies and increased scrutiny by regulators, are pressing many a
Medical Device and Pharma majors like you to define a new path for accelerated profitable
growth. You are taking renewed interest in adapting to global destinations and your key to
success is unique global partnerships.
Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) is your right global engineering partner. TCS brings to you
unmatched results in increased innovation, cost containment and speed-to-new markets
etc. all this with certainty of quality & trust.

Overview
Medical Devices & Diagnostics (MDD) and Pharma industry
no more face just typical challenges. The industry’s “method
to development, operations & market” is transitioning into a
new model that demands for a trusted global engineering
partner, to lead emerging and mature markets. Introducing
differentiated innovative products in a faster time-tomarket frame can give you a competitive edge. Product line
rationalization, complete digitization of products and
processes with reduced Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) are
your key challenges to sustain your market leadership in a
dynamic global regulatory environment. While meeting
these requirements, you also need to invest in new markets,
partners and research & development.
TCS’ LifeSciences vertical delivers strategic, innovative and
cost efficient solutions to 8 of top 10 Fortune Medical
Devices & Pharma companies through our Global Network
Delivery Model (GNDM)TM.
You will Accelerate Profitable Growth in a partnership with
TCS to lead emerging & mature markets. You can introduce
high quality, innovative and differentiated products with up
to 30% faster NPI, up to 40% cost containment and global
sourcing.

The TCS Advantage
You will benefit from 25 years of rich product and process
engineering experience, large industry domain breadth,
market knowledge and robust quality procedures giving
you a unique one-of-its kind ecosystem for delivery of endto-end solutions. TCS is ISO 13485 certified and has over

12+ Years of experience in providing engineering solutions
to medical device & pharmaceutical companies. A few
representative ways in which we add value to our
customers are:
n
In-House Innovation and R&D: TCS has set up India’s 1st

dedicated R&D center for software and process
engineering in 1981 and it stands as a testimony to TCS’
strong focus on innovation and R&D. Today, TCS is
undertaking path-breaking research programs using its
Co-Innovation (CoINTM) model with more than 20
Innovation Labs and 350 scientists spread across the
globe. The Innovation Labs has identified the Life
Sciences industry as a key focus area. TCS product
engineers have filed several patents jointly with
customers in the medical devices industry.
(GNDM)TM:
Experience delivery certainty with TCS. TCS' Global
Network Delivery ModelTM is the engine that allows us to
provide reliable, scalable and cost effective delivery of
services and solutions. This time-tested model has
enabled us to achieve client satisfaction ratings of 89%
for meeting quality expectations and an average budget
variation on projects of just 3% -- both figures far better
than industry norms.

n
Global Network Delivery Model

TM

n
Electromechanical manufacturing facility: TCS’ 100%

Export Oriented Unit (EOU) enables us to undertake
activities such as prototype & box build, wire harness
assembly, sub assembly, testing, visual inspection,
requalification, etc. Backed by IS09001 certified quality
systems, products manufactured are certified by UL, TuV,
CE and CSA.
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Cross functional domain knowledge: TCS has over 12+
n
years of engineering experience in providing solutions to
Medical Device and Pharma companies. TCS allows
clients to leverage its decade old research and
development experience across medical devices market
segments like orthopedics, bariatric, cardiology,
diagnostics, diabetes care, endoscopic surgery etc. For
over 25 years TCS has been the market leader in
providing engineering solutions and implementing NPI
programs for global majors in highly regulated domains
like aerospace and medical devices. Core research
companies can leverage this rich cross functional
experience for their R&D.
True End-to-End Solutions with TCS Networks: True
n
end-to-end engineering business solution for new
product development that includes VOC studies,
defining clinical & regulatory pathway and post market
support. TCS Networks is a combination of alliances with
the Tata group companies as well as external strategic
alliances with global leaders in respective domains. TCS
Networks truly cultivates supplier enabled innovation for
its customers. (TCS won the Emerging Market Innovation
award for a project delivered for a leading medical
devices maker).
High Performance Computing: TCS’ unique special
n
focus on “digitized” product design and manufacturing
has been the recipient of the coveted HPC Innovation
Excellence Award. With our expertise in physics-based
engineering simulations for product design and
performance assessments, TCS reduces the number of

prototypes tested and shorten the duration of testing.
TCS has applied High Performance Computing to enable
quick resolution of complex problems for several MDD
customer including simulation of human anatomy, nonlinear FEA and CFD, medical imaging, image processing,
surgical procedure animation and plant automation.

What we offer
TCS’ Medical Devices & Pharma Industry unit studies the
evolving change customer needs and aligns its internal
strategy to continuously build series of new competencies.
TCS’ Product Engineering and Manufacturing Services have
made major contribution to the top line of several Global
Medical Device Manufacturers, especially in developed
nations. The set of competencies required to support
customers in the complete product development program
involved working at several layers apart from modeling and
detailing. The journey does not stop with just product
design. TCS increased on the whole range of competencies
around product design such as Knowledge Based
Engineering (KBE), Digital Manufacturing, Product Lifecycle
Management (PLM), Technical Publications, UDI,
Engineering Process Outsourcing, Plant solutions &
Manufacturing Operations, Asset Management,
Remote Monitoring and Diagnostics such that all elements
of a product life cycle starting from product design,
manufacturing through post sales can be addressed in a
global engineering environment.

How we help our customers
Operational excellence for major medical device OEM
A medical device OEM was seeking for a partner who can review their processes and help in
reducing costs and optimize their processes. TCS helped the customer by reviewing the
design for manufacturability and assembly. We employed a systematic approach consisting
of component design review, value analysis, tolerance stack- up analysis, design for
manufacturability and design for assembly. Based on our analysis we suggested alternate
materials for the components along with alternate optimum manufacturing processes. Our
solution helped the customer in achieving operational excellence along following
parameters:
n
11% cost saving in plastic components;
n
60% cost saving by alternate materials selection;
n
25% cost saving through alternate manufacturing process selection;
n
12% Part count reduction.

Strategic consultancy for Global medical device OEM
A global medical device leader was looking for a partner who can help them in devising
sourcing strategy by identifying alternative source of components from Low Cost Countries
(LCCs) for a particular product line. We undertook a study of global market, based on our
analysis we suggested alternate suppliers for the components who were directly aligned with
customer’s business objectives. This helped the customer in formulating an effective vendor
evaluation and selection process. Our solution helped the customer in achieving their
business objectives along following parameters:
n
80% cost saving in device components without compromising on quality;
n
10% cost saving in device cost;
n
Alignment with future global supply chain strategy.

Contact
To know more about our Engineering Services for Medical Devices & Diagnostics and
Pharmaceutical Industry, contact eis.marketing@tcs.com

About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business solutions organization that
delivers real results to global business, ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match.
TCS offers a consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled infrastructure, engineering
and assurance services. This is delivered through its unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM,
recognized as the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the Tata Group,
India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global footprint and is listed on the National
Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock Exchange in India.
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For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com

